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                    AEGEUS

                    A New Era of Data Management

                    
                       Building a completely distributed and secure means of
                       sharing and storing data using IPFS. 
                    

                    
                        Watch the Aegeus Promo Video
                        View Whitepaper
                    

                    
                         See How Aegeus Works 
                    

                

                
                    
                

            

        

    

    





    
    
        
            
            
                
                    
                        Aegeus In a Nutshell

                        Aegeus, pronounced 'Ay-Gus' means 'Protection' or 'Shield' in Greek. 
Based on PIVX, Aegeus is a Proof
                        of Stake coin that provides instant and secure transactions across
                        its network. Aegeus also recognizes the increasing popularity of Bitcoin casino sites. But As with any form of online gambling, it is important to choose reputable platforms and exercise caution. 
Aegeus has a primary focus on secure data storage and
                        distribution using IPFS and custom built protocols.
                        

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    POS 3.0

                                    Aegeus is one of the first proof of stake cryptocurrencies to be based on the 0.10 version 0.10 or higher Bitcoin codebase... 

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    Swift TX

                                    Aegeus offers SwiftX transactions. These are confirmed and spendable
                                    within seconds, guaranteed by the network of masternodes...
                                    

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    Masternodes

                                    Aegeus Masternodes are incentivized nodes that receive rewards based
                                    on their availability and their ability to offer network services...
                                    

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    Data Storage

                                    Aegeus is creating a private storage network using a custom fork of IPFS which will enable data availability incentivized rewards... 

                                

                            

                        

                         
                            
                                
                                    Data Distribution

                                    Aegeus solves the risk of distributing highly sensitive data through centralized means by harnessing the power of P2P networks...
                                    

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    IPFS

                                    Aegeus utilizes a distributed IPFS (Interplanetary File Systems) to securely share data with access only granted to the intended party/destination...
                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

    
    



    
    
        
            
            
                
                    
                        Project Roadmap

                        For a more expansive roadmap view, please click here

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        AEG Merchant
Partnerships

                        October 2018 

                    

                    
                        December 2018

                        Wallet Security Update

                    

                    
                        Privacy + Data Integration

                        January-February 2019 [Now]

                    

                    
                        April 2019

                        USFA Authentication

                    

                    
                        Filter Protocol

                        June 2019

                    

                    
                        August 2019

                        Hash Layering

                    

                    
                        AEG Wallet Revamp

                        December 2019

                    

                    
                        January 2020

                        Create Network Integration

                    

                

            

        

    
    




        
            
            
                
                    
                        The Aegeus Wallet

                        Download the Official Aegeus wallet
                            

                            Available for Windows, OSX and Linux
                        

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                    Windows

                    Download Now

                

                
                    
                    Mac/OSX

                    Download Now

                

                
                    
                    Linux/Unix

                    Download Now

                

                 
                    
                    Raspberry

                    Download Now

                

            

        

    
    



    
        
            
            
                
                    
                        Aegeus Features

                        Learn about what makes Aegeus coin different

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                    PoS 3.0

                    Aegeus is one of the first proof of stake cryptocurrencies to be based on the *0.10 version 0.10 or higher Bitcoin codebase. This PoS structure does away with coin age. To enable you to make the most of your staking, you must keep your Aegeus wallet open at all times. Having your wallet online at all times will result in more available nodes, thus strengthening the network. With a stronger network, rewards will be distributed fairly across the network and will be removed for inconsistent network users.
                    

                

                
                    
                    SWIFT TX

                    Aegeus offers SwiftX transactions that are confirmed and spendable within seconds, guaranteed by the network of masternodes. There is no need to wait for multiple confirmations in order to be confident in the validity of the transaction. SwiftX not only delivers lightning transactions but also peace of mind to both sender and recipient. SwiftX is highly sought after in established currencies due to their close backing with the masternode network which makes it more stable and consistent for network users.
                    

                

                
                    
                    Masternodes

                    Aegeus Masternodes are incentivized nodes that receive rewards based
                    on their availability and their ability to offer network services in a decentralized and trust-less manner. 50,000 collateral is required in setting up an Aegeus masternode. Masternode owners are also afforded the ability to vote on budget and developmental proposals. Masternode owners make up the backbone of the Aegeus network. Aegeus offer a 10/10 masternode/staking block reward. 
                    

                

                
                    
                    Data Storage

                    Aegeus is creating a private storage network using a custom fork of IPFS. This will enable data availability while at the same time reward those who are running storage nodes considerably for their reliability. Aegeus will take user-provided data, encrypt it with the intended party's key and securely push it onto the storage network using reference locations. Data can be text, image or video based. Sending and storing data this way becomes cheaper, more efficient and highly secure. 
                    

                

                
                    
                    Data Distribution

                    Distributing highly sensitive data through centralised means can be very risky. Harnessing the power of P2P, and highly secure Aegeus custom algorithms alleviates this concern. If you or a company wishes to send large amounts of sensitive data to users, not only will you save on costs but you'll also ensure peace of mind via secure delivery and efficiency. User control is of vital importance in today's data world. Aegeus gives data control and ownership back to the user. 
                    

                

                
                    
                    IPFS

                    Aegeus will utilize IPFS to securely share data with access only granted to the intended party. IPFS or Interplanetary File System, is a distributed file system that seeks to connect all computing devices with the same system of files. This commitment to data security holds relevance not only in broader technological applications, but also in specialized domains such as sports betting. In the sports betting industry, the concept of sports betting without verifying is gaining attention, providing users with a secure and privacy-focused approach to engage in betting activities without the need for extensive verification processes. Refer to Sportwetten ohne sich zu verifizieren blog to know more about the concept in detail. Rather than referring to pictures, articles and video objects via their server location, IPFS refers to everything using the hash on the file. So if you want something, IPFS will ask the entire network for a particular file relating to a specific hash.
                    

                

            

        

    
    



    
    
        
    
            
                
                    
                        The Aegeus Team

                        Key members of the Aegeus Project

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                        MinDiff

                        Lead Developer

                    

                    
                        
                        Bads3ctor

                        Developer

                    
                    
                    
                        
                        Sabateur

                        Marketing/Business Developer

                    

                        
                        
                        BiZ

                        Business Developer

                    

                    
                        
                        Crimmo

                        Community & Marketing Manager

                    

                    
                        
                        Oko

                        Social Media Manager

                    

                      
                        
                        Thangwook

                        Moderator & Writing Manager

                    

                    
                        
                        Digital Narrative

                        Design Manager

                    

                    
                        
                        Biggrannx

                        Senior Moderator

                    

                    
                        
                        Cajoneto

                        Senior Moderator

                    

                    
                        
                        tom_d

                        Senior Moderator

                    

                

            

        

    
    





    
        
        
            
                
                    News / Media

                    Check out the latest AEG news in the media

                

            

        

        
            
                
                    
                    
                        
                           V 4.0 has arrived!
                        

                        
This is a mandatory upgrade - before March 1, 2019. We address a bug fix in 4.0 related to the "fake stake" vulnerability. This is not an optional update. Please join on us discord if you need any help.


                        
                            Download Here
                        

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                    
                        
                            Rasberry Pi Staking Guide
                        

                        Our very own @tom_d (BEL) has tried and tested the Raspberry Pi and has kindly created a fantastic, easy to follow guide for anyone that wants to do the same! You can view the guide  here

                        
                             Discord
                        

                    

                

            

                        
                
                    
                    
                        
                            Community Governance
                        

                        Coming Soon
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                    Frequently Asked Questions

                    
                    

                

            

        

        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    How do I download the Aegeus wallet?
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                Please visit https://aegeus.io/ and hover over the WALLETS tab to choose Windows,
Mac or, Linux wallet.
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    How do I Backup my Wallet?
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                Open your wallet, click File, click Backup Wallet. Save the .dat document to 2 or 3
different locations (storage devices).
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    How often should I backup my wallet?
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                At least Weekly.
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    How do I encrypt my wallet?
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                Click on Settings then on Encrypt Wallet. Choose a secure password that cannot be
guessed.
                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    How can I set up a masternode?
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                Please visit https://aegeus.io/ and hover over the DOCS tab to choose Windows or
Linux Masternode Guide.
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    How do I enable staking?
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                Encrypt your wallet using the instructions in the wallets sections. Unlock your
wallet and tick the box which says For anonymization and staking only.
B: Click on Tools, click Open Wallet Configuration File and type staking=1. Save the
file, close and restart your wallet.
Q13: Do I need to keep my wallet open in order to stake?
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    How does staking work?
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                AEG is a Proof of Stake (POS) cryptocurrency. Users can mint AEG coins as a reward
for participating and supporting the network. AEG is a valuable coin among its many
other benefits. The more substantial your stake is, the more likely you will receive
rewards consistently.
                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    How many coins do I need to start staking?
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                You can enable staking in your wallet with any amount of coins available, there is
no minimum limit. The more coins you have, the more likely you are to receive a
staking reward. We would suggest at least 3000+ AEG.
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                    Join us on Telegram

                        3,062+ members
                    The Official Aegeus Telegram group
                    

                

            

        

    
    
    
    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Contact Aegeus

                                        Have Questions? Business opportunities? Use the form below to contact our team:

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                        
                                                
                                                    
                                                    

                                                

                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    
                                                    

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                        
                                                
                                                    
                                                

                                                

                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    
                                                

                                            

                                        

                                        
                                            Send
                                            

                                        

                                        
                                            Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/Aegeus.Coinn/

Telegram - https://t.me/aegeusgroup

Discord - https://discord.gg/JfsqfyU

Twitter - https://twitter.com/Aegeus_Coin

Reddit -  https://www.reddit.com/r/Aegeus_Coin_Official/

Email - [email protected]
                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    


                

            

        

    
    




    
        
            
                
                    Aegeus.IO

                    Aegeus is a cryptocurrency project with a focal point on security + privacy in a decentralized and distributed operating environment.

                    © Copyright 2018 Aegeus.io - All Rights Reserved

                

                
                    Resources

                    	Github Repository
	MN Installation (Linux)
	MN Installation (Win)
	Official Whitepaper
	Data Storage Blueprint
	Anti-Fud Policy
	Block Explorer
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                    	Official AEG Blog
	Concept
	Features
	Roadmap
	Our Team
	Contact Us
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